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The paper “A New Approach to the Heat Equation-An Application of 
the Decomposition Method” (J. Math. Anal. A@. 113, No. 1 (1986), 
202-209) applies the decomposition method [ 1,2] in the standard way to 
the various forms of the heat equation. The result is correct, however, com- 
puter calculation shows that it converges very slowly. Since this slow con- 
vergence is unusual (a forthcoming paper proves convergence for 
Lu +f(u) = g(x, y, z, t), where f(u) is analytic and L = L, + L,” + L; + L, 
are partial differential operators with respect to the subscript variable), a 
second look has now explained the anomalous behavior for this equation. 
We have 
au/at = a2UpX2, u(0, t) = u(7c, t) = 0, u(x, 0) = sin x 
written as L,u= L,,u, where L,= a/& and L, = a2/ax2. Since no other 
terms are present, the solution for each linear operator term, i.e., L,u or 
L,,u, merely yields the same equation. (Solving for Lrxu with the given 
boundary conditions yields no contribution to the u0 term of the decom- 
position u = C,“= 0 u,.) Consequently, we solve the equation L,u = L,,u 
and apply the inverse L,- l= jb [I. ] dt which results in 
u = 24(x, 0) + L,-‘L,,u 
or 
u=u,+L,‘L,, f Unr 
II=0 
where u. = sin x and u, + 1 = L,‘L,,u, for n 2 0 which yields 
u=sinx-tsinx+(t2/2!)sinx- ... 
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or 
U=e-‘sinx 
without the slow convergence phenomenon in the referenced paper. The 
usual procedure of [ 1, 21 is correct but using it for this particular case 
merely slowed up convergence. 
The same equation with the conditions U(X, 0) =x2/2, ~(0, t) = t, and 
&(O, t)/dx = 0 must be solved in the standard way (using two equations for 
u-one inverting the L, operator and one inverting the L, operator- 
adding, and dividing by two). It then yields u0 = ($)[t + (x2/2)] and U, = 
(&)[L;‘L,+ L;‘L,] u,-r for n> 1. Thus, the two equations are needed 
here to get the complete uO. The result is u = [t + x2/2] C,“=O (4)“’ ’ = 
t + (x2/2). In the first case, nothing was contributed by one of the equations, 
i.e., by L,u = L,u with the inverse L, ’ applied. 
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